
Psalm #1
after my mother’s Stage IV cancer diagnosis

A legacy is a mirage.  “Don’t ever think of yourself 

As my legacy,” my mother said,  “You’re not that special.”

I wanted to read her diary.  It was blue

And had a lock. It looked like no one had ever written in it. 

O Holy Spirit, sometimes I feel your words are a mirage.

I step into prayer and nothing happens.  A mirage is

More than nothing.  I want to steal the diary from her hospital room.

I see it on her nightstand and try to take it when she

Is sleeping.  Every time I reach for it, it slips

Through my fingers.  Like a mirage.  Like the Holy Spirit. 

Once she woke and slapped my hand.  “Be patient,” she said,

“I’ll be dead soon.”  And then went back to bed.  Does sleep

Turn everything into a mirage?  Is a dream a mirage of 

Sorts?  Can you dream a legacy?  I dream my mother

Can’t find the key to unlock her diary.  I laugh and she

Slaps me.  More than once.  It smarts.  That’s when I wake. 

Or maybe I was still dreaming.  Or am.  Will my mother slip

Through the Holy Spirit’s fingers?  I’m afraid my mother’s legacy

Is going to slip into nothing more than a dream.  Once my

Mother dies, I will stop dreaming.  I will open her diary.

Her legacy.  There will be no words inside.  All the pages

Blank except for traces of the Holy Spirit.   In a dream,

I will become the Holy Spirit and slip myself into

The diary.  There will be a lock and a key.  My mother

Will be the key.  I will become the lock.  Someone will dream

Us awake.  Together we’ll be a legacy of words slipping

Through the brittle fingers of the Holy Spirit.  Look for us.

We’re more than a mirage.  Less than a dream.
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